
Orchestrator - Cleanup #46219

cephadm: remove DaemonDescription.service_id()

06/26/2020 08:06 AM - Sebastian Wagner

Status: Resolved % Done: 0%

Priority: Normal   

Assignee: Sage Weil   

Category: cephadm   

Target version:    

Tags:  Affected Versions:  

Backport: pacific Pull request ID: 39644

Reviewed:    

Description

It just doen't work out.

DaemonDescription.service_id() is impossible to implement, as there is no clear relationship between the daemon_id and the

associated service. At some point we have to make this explicit and tell the daemons which service they belong to. Right now, this is

an ugly hack.

I think we have to unify the OSDSpec affinity and make it generic for all daemons.

Related issues:

Related to RADOS - Bug #44755: Create stronger affinity between drivegroup sp... Resolved

Related to Orchestrator - Bug #46175: cephadm: orch apply -i: MON and MGR ser... Resolved

Related to Orchestrator - Bug #49280: mds/orch: bare/short hostname as a numb... Duplicate

Blocks Orchestrator - Tasks #49490: cephadm additions/changes to support ever... Resolved

History

#1 - 06/26/2020 08:06 AM - Sebastian Wagner

- Related to Bug #44755: Create stronger affinity between drivegroup specs and osd daemons added

#2 - 06/26/2020 08:07 AM - Sebastian Wagner

- Related to Bug #46175: cephadm: orch apply -i: MON and MGR service specs must not have a service_id added

#3 - 02/24/2021 12:42 PM - Sebastian Wagner

- Related to Bug #49280: mds/orch: bare/short hostname as a number is not supported  added

#4 - 02/24/2021 09:06 PM - Sage Weil

- Backport set to pacific

- Pull request ID set to 39644

#5 - 02/25/2021 10:44 AM - Sebastian Wagner

- Blocks Tasks #49490: cephadm additions/changes to support everything rgw.py needs added

#6 - 03/10/2021 02:17 PM - Sebastian Wagner

- Status changed from New to Pending Backport

- Assignee set to Sage Weil

#7 - 03/10/2021 08:28 PM - Sage Weil

- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved
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